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Coach:
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Team/Age:

U12s

Session 1: Ball Controll

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Quick turn
-Change of pace
-Ball control

Activity 1

BIG CIRCLE DRIBBLE:
Use center circle or create
circle about same size. Two
teams. Teams start at
opposite points of the
circle. On go kids dribble in
the same direction trying to
catch someone from other
team. They can't go into
the circle

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

SOCCER TENNIS
Group of 4 w/ 2 on either
side of "net" (net made with
cones). One team chips or
punts ball into other teams
court. Team can let ball
bounce once and then they
play it back into other
teams court.

Progression:
-Specify type of dribbling allowed
-When you say turn kids need to do
a cutback and go opposite
direction.

-Dribbling
-Moves
-Space and body awareness

Activity 2

GRID RUN OUT
Half kids in grid & half
outside. Various cones in
the grid. Kids w/ball inside
grid dribble around
(complete circle) 1 cone &
then pass ball to someone
outside grid. Passer goes
outside of grid and receiver
dribbles ball in and goes
around a cone then passes
to someone outside grid.

Objectives

Progression:
-Need to dribble around 2 cones
-Make a move when approaching
cone.

Key Coaching Points
Don't panic
-Knees bent helps to change
direction
-Keep looking ahead
Discovery Question:
-How did you turn the other
direction?
-How did you feel when the other
team was close behind you? When
you were close behind them?

-Keep head up
-Proper touch on ball
-All parts of the foot
-Quick first step
Discovery Question:
-How did you choose a cone to go
around
-How did you dribbling change as
you got closer to the cone

-Touch
-Reading flight of ball
-Communication & Teamwork

Click to insert session diagram

-Move to get behind the ball
-Talk with you teammate, us words
such as "I got it"
-Play the ball don't let the ball play
Progression:
you (attack it)
-Server needs to throw the ball in
-Use inside of foot to pass back
-If the time can play ball in the air to over
their own teammate and then put -Stay on toes
the ball over they get a point
-Make the net 2-3 yards wide.
Discovery Question:
-What part of your body worked
well to get the ball over the net?
-How did you position yourself
when the ball was coming over?
- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

9v9 w/ a goalkeeper

Click to insert session diagram

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Principles of defense are:
1)Pressure on the ball
2)Cover
3)Balance
4)Compactness
Use these terms in practice
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